Four simple steps to customize your Summer Reading Bookmark:

1) Cut along the dotted lines.

2) Write in your Lexile® measure and summer reading list.

3) Fold horizontal (hot dog) style along the solid line. We recommend educators laminate bookmarks, or students can glue the backs together when they fold.

4) Check out your books and READ!
Minnesota Summer Reading Challenge

Name: ______________________
Lexile measure: ______L
“Find a Book, Minnesota” Website: www.Lexile.com/fab/MN
Books I read this summer:

1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________

SUGGESTIONS FOR MORE ACTIVE READING

While reading consider doing the following:
• keep track of and look up any vocabulary words that you do not know
• note or mark key phrases or anything that strikes you as confusing or important
• keep track of the story (for literary text) or main idea (for informational text) as it unfolds
• note the repetition of words, phrases, ideas, images, events, etc.
• write down questions you have about the text